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Abstract:  Problem stated tissue remodeling is frequently encountered in physiological and pathological states
such as wound healing, fetal development, angiogenesis, joint inflammation and cancer invasion and
metastasis. The aim of present study is to determine the effect of exhaustive aerobic exercise on -2

macroglobulin, Nitric Oxide (NO) and Zn , Ca  in trained and untrained male volunteers. Eleven elite athletes2+ 2+

(age  22±4 yr,  Vo max 60.7±6.2 ml.kg .min ) and 10 sedentary (age 23±4yr, Vo max 37.9±5.9 ml.kg .min )2 2
1 1 1 1

were recruited. Venous blood samples were taken 30 min before the exercise, 20 min and 24 h after the exercise.
Gelatin zymography, densitometry and ELISA method were used for measurement of -macroglobuline and2

NO. The data was analyzed using one way ANOVA and Pearson coefficient. The negative correlation between
MMP  and MMP  with -macroglobuline was not significant after exercise in athletes and non-athletes2 9 2

(P<0.05). Nitric Oxide, Zn  and Ca  increased immediately after exercise in both groups and decreased the day2+ 2+

after. The changes of Ca  immediately after exercise in both groups (P<0.04) and Zn  and Ca  after 24 h was2+ 2+ 2+

significant in non-athletes per se. Nitric Oxide at baseline and Ca  24 h after exercise were higher in athletes2+

significantly (P 0.01). There was a reverse correlation between MMP  and MMP , with Ca  immediately after2 9
2+

exercise in athletes (P 0.001). With increasing MMPS exhibitory and inhibitory Factors activities inflammatory
responses to physical and mechanical stimuli (one session of exhaustive exercise) has been started in both of
subjects (well trained and untrained) which continued up to 34 hours after exercise. In seems that, the rates of
mentioned inflammatory indices responses are dependent on the duration and intensity of the exercise.

Key words: Aerobic Exercise  Metalloproteinase's -macroglobuline  NO  Ca  Zn2
2+ 2+

INTRODUCTION [4-6]. Such information would be valuable in

Although  investigators  have  explored  the effects specific MMP response plays a role in mediating
of an acute bout of exercise on MMP concentrations in physiological adaptations to exercise training.
skeletal  muscle and plasma, the effects of exercise Additionally,  previous  investigations  have  only
training on circulating MMP concentrations have not focused on one or two MMPs and the effects of exercise
been elucidated [1-3]. Since serum concentrations of on circulating  concentrations  of the various MMPs
MMPs are reported to peak within a relatively short time have not been elucidated [7, 8].
period following  a single bout of exercise, it is possible Pin-dependent  proteolysis  is initiated by secretion
that post-training serum concentrations of MMPs of one or both activating enzymes at local tissue sites.
represent the effects of repeated bouts of exercise that Most cell types, including those that dominate the human
have  initiated  adaptive  responses  in  skeletal muscle. periodontal tissues (fibroblasts, keratinocytes, endothelial
To this end, it is not known whether different exercise cells,  PMN leukocytes), may be induced to express one
training programs, to include one that incorporates or both activating enzymes. The activity of Pin and of the
machine-based  resistance  exercises and one composed activating enzymes is maximized by binding to the
of aerobic and bodyweight  exercises  such as pull-ups, substrate (Pig and t-Pa) or the cell surface (u-Pa and Pig).
push-ups and sit-ups, promote different MMP responses This arrangement serves to concentrate the reactants at

understanding whether the type of exercise and the
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the site of cleavage and under certain circumstances to The COOH-terminal domain consists of four repeats
protect against capture by plasma [a-2-macroglobulin that share some limited sequence homology with modules
(a2M), oclantiproteinase, oc2-antiplasmin] and cellular also found in hemopexin and in vitronectin. The four
[plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) and -2 (PAI-2), tandem modules are held together by a single disulfide
protease nexin-1 (PN-1)] inhibitors. U-Pa is secreted as a bond composed of two Cys residues that flank the
latent precursor that is activated outside the cell, hemopexin-like domain. Stimulation or repression of
presumably by limited proteolysis, by conversion of the growth factor and cytokine-responsive MMP genes in
single-chain precursor to a two-chain form. Pin can many cases results in 20 to 50-fold changes in mRNA and
mediate this conversion in vitro, but it is uncertain how protein levels. It is possible to broadly distin- guish
pro-u-PA and Pig interact to initiate the activation between largely catabolic, interleukin-1 (IL-1), tumor
reaction when both are in the precursor form. necrosis factor-a (TNF-a); largely anabolic transforming

The enzymes may be regarded as derivatives of the growth factor-(3 (TGF-p); and hybrid growth factors and
five-domain modular structure characteristic of cytokines with variable anabolic/catabolic effects,
collagenases and SLs formed either by addition or epidermal growth factor (EGF), TGF-a, platelet-derived
deletion of domains [9]. growth factor (PDGF), basic fibroblast growth factor

The 17-29 residue hydrophobic signal sequence is (bFGF). For example, transcription of the FIB-CL and SL-1
followed  by  a  77-87  residue  propeptide  that genes is induced by IL-lp, TNF-a, PDGF, TGF-a, EGF,
constitutes the NH 7 -terminal domain of the secreted bFGF and nerve growth factor (NGF) and with few
MMP pre- cursor, a catalytic domain that contains the exceptions abrogated by TGF-P, In spite of the
catalytic  machinery  including  the Zn 2+ -binding site redundancy, some level of specificity appears to be
and  a 5-50 residue proline-rich hinge region that marks encoded in the process in that 1: different growth factors
the transition to the -200 residue hemopexin- or and cytokines induce overlapping yet distinct repertoires
vitronectin-like COOH-terminal domain that appears to of  MMP  and inhibitors and 2: different cell types
play a role in encoding substrate specificity. PUMP-1 respond to the same growth factors and cytokines by
does not possess this last domain and therefore is expression of unique and distinct combinations of MMP
considerably  smaller than the other members of the and inhibitor genes [12].
family. The two gelatinases contain a single insert in the Related to immune response cells such as
catalytic domain consisting of three tandem repeats of granulocytes, monocytes -macrophages, lymphocytes
fibronectin type II modules that endow the active and and other inflammatory intermediates such as acute phase
latent enzymes with gelatin-binding properties. Each of proteins and different types of sporting activities
the enzymes contains a putative tridentate Zn2+ binding Cytokins,  much  research done and a lot of information
site believed to constitute the active site and to play a role are available [13]. Discussion of proteinase Matrix
in  maintenance  of  catalytic  latency of the precursor metalloproteinases, particularly as the final ring long chain
form [10]. reaction and cell mediated immune and inflammatory

Although no MMP crystal structures are avail- able, response to various sports activities, is brand new and
a  body  of  evidence  based  on  homology  with  other few studies have been done in this area and the same
Zn  2+ binding  enzymes  suggests that the His residues theory about them does not exist. In continuation of these
in  the HEXGH  sequence  constitute  two of the ligands efforts, the researchers intend to compare the ways of
of the Zn 2+ -binding site. It is likely that the third ligand activity of exhibitor and inhibitor Factors of Matrix
that completes the HEXGHXXGXXH sequence is the metalloproteinase's during a pathologic process in the
highly conserved  His  located  six residues downstream. trained subjects and untrained or non-athletic persons.
A  fourth ligand site is presumably occupied either by
H2O (in the mature active enzyme) or by a single unpaired MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cys resi- due in the propeptide (in the latent precursor).
All  MMPs  contain  a  highly  conserved  Glu and This research was conducted at Tehran Medical
Asprich region between the Zn2+ binding site and the institution. The main aim of this study was to evaluating
hinge region that is likely to constitute a Ca 2+ - binding the exhibitor and inhibitor Factors response of Matrix
site. Another Glu/Asp-rich region, again a potential Ca 2+ metalloproteinase's reaction to one period of exhaustive
binding site, is found in front of the fibronectin type II aerobic exercise in athletes and non athletes. For this
domain inserts [11]. reason 11 elite male athletes (endurance runners with
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VO2max  55 ml/kg/min) and 10 non athletes matched treadmill  is  the  test score and can be used to estimate
evenly for age, were recruited. The protocol used in this the VO2 max value. During the test, heart rate, blood
study  was reviewed and approved by Tehran pressure  and  ratings  of  perceived  exertion are often
University’s Institutional Review Board prior to also collected.
participant recruitment and all participants provided
written  informed consent prior to beginning the study. The Bruce Protocol Formula for Estimating VO2 Max
As  assessed by   a   medical   history  questionnaire,
each participant was free of cardiovascular and For Men VO2 max = 14.8 - (1.379 x T) + (0.451 x T ) -
neurological  diseases, severe musculoskeletal injuries (0.012 x T )
and low back pain. Participants attended  having For Women VO2 max = 4.38 x T - 3.9 
performed no vigorous exercise in the 24 hour  prior to T = Total time on the treadmill measured as a fraction
testing   and  with diet standardized for 48 hour of a minute (i.e.: A test time of 9 minutes 30 seconds
proceeding  in  each  test.  Participants had all would be written as T=9.5).
experimental methods explained to them and participated
in this experiment after giving their free and voluntary Because this is a maximal exercise test, it should not
informed consent. All were pre-screened via a health be performed without a physician's approval and without
history questionnaire and an examination by a physician. reasonable safety accommodations and supervision.
The caliper and YMCA suggested method used for
subject's body fat percent measuring. One week prior to Blood Sampling: Basal blood draws were collected at
the start of the training programs, each subject baseline, 20 min after and 24 hour after training via
participated in a Bruce test and a series of exercises venipuncture.  Blood  samples  were  also  collected
designed to assess physical performance (maximal oxygen during the Bruce using an indwelling venous catheter
consumption [VO2 max]. (pre, 20 min after and 24 hour after Bruce). Serum

Bruce Test: The Bruce treadmill test protocol was account for plasma volume shifts.
designed   in    1963    by    Robert.    A.   Bruce,   MD,   as
non-invasive  test  to assess patients with suspected Metalloproteinase's, -macroglobuline, NO, Ca , Zn
heart   disease.   In   a  clinical setting, the Bruce treadmill
test  is  sometimes  called a stress test or exercise
tolerance test.

Today, the Bruce Protocol is also one common
method for estimating VO2 max in athletes. VO2 max, or
maximal oxygen uptake, is one factor that can determine
an athlete's capacity to perform sustained exercise and is
linked to aerobic endurance. VO2 max refers to the
maximum amount of oxygen that an individual can utilize
during intense or maximal exercise. It is measured as used.  Circulating  serum  MMP concentrations were
"milliliters of oxygen used in one minute per kilogram of using a commercially available multiplex bead-based
body weight" (ml/kg/min). antibody sandwich assay (R&D Systems, Inc.,

The Bruce Treadmill Test is an indirect test that Minneapolis, MN) which combined color-coded
estimates VO2 max using a formula rather than using microparticles (coded for each analyte) with lasers and
direct measurements that require the collection and flow  cytometry  to  quantify  analyte  concentrations  in
measurement of the volume and oxygen concentration of 15 _l of serum. Color-coded microspheres were identified
inhaled and exhaled air. This determines how much by one laser and streptavidin– phycoerythrin conjugate
oxygen the athlete is using. bound to the biotinylated detection antibodies on the

The Bruce Protocol: The Bruce Protocol is a maximal the amount of antigen present in the samples. Median
exercise test where the athlete works to complete fluorescence intensity from each bead set was calculated
exhaustion as the treadmill speed and incline is increased and translated to a concentration. The MMP kit was
every three minutes (See chart). The length of time on the reported to have sensitivities of 4.4 and 25.4pg/ml for

2

3

concentrations of MMPs were corrected for albumin to

2
2+ 2+

Multiplexed Analysis: In this research, to increase
accuracy  in  measuring,  NO metabolites kits were used
for NO. This kit has a nitrate reductase enzyme and total
nitric  oxide can be easily measured via this method and
its accuracy is much higher than colorimetric Grace
Method. Elisa method was used for -macroglobuline2

measurement. Basis of Ca measuring was2+

Cresolphthalein Complexon method. Also, for Zn2+

analysis the Auto Analysis machine (Hitachi 717) was

spheres was excited by a second laser which quantified
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MMP-1 and -2 respectively. Samples were run in duplicate RESULTS
and  intra-  and inter-assay  coefficient  of  variations
(CVs) for the MMP panel were <10%. All samples were Mean and standard deviation of athletes and non
analyzed on  a  Luminex  200  System  (Luminex athlete's demographic data's shown in Table 1.
Corporation, Austin, TX) using Masterplex QT Software Based  on Table 2 results, the amount of NO in
version 2.5 (MiraiBio, Inc., Alameda, CA). trained  athletes  in  the  basic  state was significantly

Data Analysis: When the ANOVA revealed a significant Based on Table 3 results, Activity of -
F ratio, a sheffe HSD post hoc test was employed to macroglobuline in untrained athletes in the basic state
determine statistical differences. There was one ANOVA was higher than untrained but this difference was not
ran for the exercise induced MMP exhibitor and inhibitor significant.
Factors  response  and  another  ANOVA  ran for the Based  on  Table  4  results, 24 hours after the
basal  exhibitor  and inhibitor Factors concentrations. exercise protocol the Ca levels in athletes was
Also independent T test used for between group significantly higher than untrained (p<0.01).
comparisons.  Statistical   analyses   were  performed Based   on    Table    5    results,    t he   Zn2+  levels
using SPSS (SPSS, v. 15.0; Chicago, IL). An alpha level of in  athletes  were  more  than  athletes  in   mode   (basic)
P= 0.001 was considered statistically significant for all or  30  minutes  before  the  test,   as well as 20 minutes
data. Also Lab works software (UVP company product) and  24 hours    after    that,    but    this   differences
was used for evaluation of densitometry. wasn’t significant.

more than the untrained (p<0.01).
2

2+

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of athletes and non athlete's demographic data's
Variables Athletes Non Athletes
Age (years) 22.27±3.870 23±4.03
Weight (Kg) 62.02±3.040 74.14±12.56
Height (Cm) 171.63±4.680 175.30±5.05
BMI (Kg/m2) 21.12±1.810 24.10±3.77
Body Fat (%) 9.72±1.410 19.12±5.61
VO2 max (ML/Kg*min) 60.68±6.190 37.9±5.90
Maximum heart rate in exhaustion phase (beats per min) 203.18±12.66 213±7.45
Time for reaching to exhaustion (Minute + second) 16.64±1.870 10.64±1.49

Table 2: Comparison the activity of NO (ìm / l) in athletes and untrained at different stages
Statistics
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Variables Stages Mean Differences SE df Sig
NO Phase 1 30 min before activity -0.508* 0.1649 19 0.006

Phase 2 20 min after activity -0.335 0.2682 0.226
Phase 3 24 hour after activity -0.032 0.2575 0.903

*Significant differences

Table 3: Comparison the activity of -macroglobuline in athletes and untrained at different stages2

Statistics
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Variables Stages Mean Differences SE df Sig

-macroglobuline Phase 1 30 min before activity -0.1799 0.13294 19 0.1922

Phase 2 20 min after activity -0.1137 0.17272 0.518
Phase 3 24 hour after activity -0.0965 0.11825 0.425

Table 4: Comparison the activity of Ca  in athletes and untrained at different stages 2+

Statistics
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Variables Stages Mean Differences SE df Sig
Ca Phase 1 30 min before activity -0.14 0.205 19 0.5142+

Phase 2 20 min after activity -0.25 0.170 0.157
Phase 3 24 hour after activity -0.70 0.177 0.001*

* Significant differences
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Table 5: Comparison the activity of Zn in athletes and untrained at different stages2+

Statistics
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Variables Stages Mean Differences SE df Sig
Zn Phase 1 30 min before activity -16.33 9.200 19 0.0922+

Phase 2 20 min after activity -3.32 5.310 0.540
Phase 3 24 hour after activity -7.70 8.206 0.360

DISCUSSION point is that in the variety of sporting activities in the type

Based on the results of this study concludes that a response starting based on inflammatory cytokines such
Bruce exhaustive activity, causing an inflammatory as IL-1, IL-6,IL-8, TNF-  and ... and ells in the body to
response and significant change in the activity of deal with pressures, to achieve consistency in their effort
metaloproteases matrix (MMP2 and  MMP9) is that a day to start [1, 4, 7]. High levels of MMP2 and MMP9 activity
after both, the inflammatory activity continues. Therefore, in athletes in the base state can be argued, based on a
the results of this experiment, should not to ignore the questionnaire completed by all subjects and large
effects of these heavy activities and deleterious effects of company experience training athletes in the national and
activating metaloproteases matrix (MMP2 and MMP9), as continent, from one side of probability adjustment from
the main indicator of inflammatory and  destructive endurance training a few years Angiogenesis Phenomena
extracellular matrix in the incidence of tissue damage, and tissues turn over and on the other side, tolerance of
arthritis and various diseases in the long term. joint and muscle damage in various  parts  of the body

In the present study, MMP2 and MMP9 activity in and inflammation resulting from this damages for their
athletes  have  a  significant  increase immediately after remodeling cause such differences. Previous studies as
the  exhausting activity and also have significant decrease well as reported high levels of MMPs activity in athletes
in  the  next  day. But still compared to basic conditions of various sports disciplines such as baseball, tennis,
(30 minutes before activity) is significantly improved. squash, softball, weightlifting [9] and track and field and
While non-athletes also change the amount of MMP2 and also, their role in tissues angiogenesis [13] and turn over
MMP9 activity was similar to athletes and did not show and joints and tissues repair [10, 14] were reported.
any significant changes. Based on the results of this study concludes that a

Also,  Comparison of activity of MMP2 and MMP9 Bruce exhaustive activity, causing an inflammatory
in two groups showed that in all three phases (base state response and significant change in the activity of
or 30 minutes before activity, 20 minutes and one day after metaloproteases matrix (MMP2 and MMP9) is that a day
the activity) the activity of mentioned matrix after both, the inflammatory activity continues. Therefore,
metaloproteases in athletes was significantly higher than the results of this experiment, should not to ignore the
non-athlete. effects  of  these heavy activities and deleterious effects

According to some research results, the rate of of activating metaloproteases matrix (MMP2 and MMP9),
emergence of MMP2 (protein levels and MMP2 mRNA) as the main indicator of inflammatory and destructive
have  significant  increasing  in  the   plantar  muscles of extracellular matrix in the incidence of tissue damage,
6 months age mice and after two weeks of high intensity arthritis and various diseases in the long term [7, 12].
exercise in trained mice. While in the group that their legs Although /<95-transcription is an early event in the
had been closed for two weeks, similar results were TPA, IL-1 and TNF-oc-induction of MMP, induction of
observed  with  exercise  group.  Also, slow twitch and fas does not necessarily result in expression of growth-
fast   (Iib)   twitch  fibers  cross  section  of plantar factor-responsive MMP genes. This is supported by two
muscles of  immobile  mice  showed  increase and lines of evidence: (1) repression of MMP expression by
decrease respectively [14]. TGF-P is also /os-dependent but is independent of the

In previous studies, emphasis has been the AP-1 site and (2) induction of fas and of MMP by IL-1 can
emergence of MMPs activity and intensity endurance be uncoupled. An IL-ip point mutant, IL-1 (5127RG, which
activities, the severity of muscle fiber type and Myofibrils binds to the IL-1 receptor, stimulates transcription of
damage is directly related and moderate exercise can lead early- response genes fas and jun but fails to stimulate
to significant change in MMPs [15]. But the important transcription  of the late genes such as FIB-CL and SL [3].

of intensity and duration, the basis of the inflammatory
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These findings show that fas and jun expression is 3. Amirsasan,   R.,    A.    Mirshafiei,    A.A.  Gaeini,
not necessarily accompanied by increased transcription
of genes containing the AP-1 site and that at least two
distinct events are required for IL-1-mediated late gene
induction in fibroblasts. recently showed that the smallest
element that confers TPA inducibility is 127 bp in length
and that this element contains an AP-1 site, a PEA3-like
element and a sequence that includes 5' TTCA-3'. These
studies also showed that although there is a great deal of
homology between the FIB-CL and SL-1 promoters, there
are also important structural and functional differences
(Sirum Connolly and Brinckerhoff, 1991). A 46 bp fragment
of the SL-1 promoter located between nucleotides -54 and
-100 upstream of the transcription start site is required for
both phorbol and IL-1 induced transcription. This
sequence contains two regulatory elements, an AP-1-like
and a nuclear inhibitor protein (NIP) binding site. Both the
AP-1 site and the NIP binding sequence are involved in
binding of phorbol- and IL-1-induced nuclear proteins. On
the other hand, the PEA 3 element, which plays an
important role in transcriptional activation of the FIB-CL
gene by phorbolesters and oncogenes, does not appear
to play a major role in SL-1 induction [12].
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